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ABSTRACT

Cosmological simulations predict that an intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF) pervades the large scale structure (LSS) of the Universe. Measuring 
the IGMF is important to determine its origin (i.e. primordial or otherwise). Using data from the LOFAR Two Metre Sky Survey (LoTSS), we 
present the Faraday rotation measure (RM) and depolarisation properties of the giant radio galaxy J1235+5317, at a redshift of z = 0.34 and 
3.38 Mpc in size. We find a mean RM difference between the lobes of 2.5 ± 0.1 radm -2, in addition to small scale RM variations of ~0.1 radm -2. 
From a catalogue of LSS filaments based on optical spectroscopic observations in the local universe, we find an excess of filaments intersecting the 
line of sight to only one of the lobes. Associating the entire RM difference to these LSS filaments leads to a gas density-weighted IGMF strength 
of ~0.3 yuG. However, direct comparison with cosmological simulations of the RM contribution from LSS filaments gives a low probability (~5%) 
for an RM contribution as large as 2.5 rad m -2, for the case of IGMF strengths of 10-50 nG. It is likely that variations in the RM from the Milky 
Way (on 11' scales) contribute significantly to the mean RM difference, and a denser RM grid is required to better constrain this contribution. In 
general, this work demonstrates the potential of the LOFAR telescope to probe the weak signature of the IGMF. Future studies, with thousands of 
sources with high accuracy RMs from LoTSS, will enable more stringent constraints on the nature of the IGMF.
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1. Introduction

Diffuse gas is expected to perm eate the large-scale structure (LSS) 
of the Universe away from  galaxy groups and clusters. D etect
ing and characterising this intergalactic gas is challenging due 
to the expected low particle num ber density (~ 10-5-1 0 -6 cm -3) 
and tem perature (105-1 0 7 K). A lthough diffuse, this warm-hot 
intergalactic m edium  (W HIM ; Davd et al. 2001; Cen & Ostriker 
2006) potentially contains half the total baryon content o f 
the local Universe (Bregm an 2007; N icastro et al. 2018) . In 
addition, accretion shocks along these LSS filaments are p re
dicted to accelerate particles to relativistic energies and to 
am plify m agnetic fields. Thus, detecting this filamentary struc
ture in synchrotron em ission using radio telescopes is a p rom is
ing avenue for studying the W HIM  (e.g. Vazza e ta l. 2015a) . 
Recent statistical studies based on the cross-correlation of dif
fuse radio synchrotron em ission and the underlying galaxy 
distribution have derived upper limits on the m agnetisation o f fil
aments o f the order o f 0.1 u G  (Vernstrom et al. 2017; Brown et al. 
2017). Furtherm ore, Vacca et al. (2018) found a faint population 
of sources which m ight be the tip o f the iceberg o f a class o f dif
fuse large-scale synchrotron sources associated with the W HIM  
connected to a large-scale filament o f the cosm ic web. An alter
native approach is to m easure the Faraday rotation properties 
o f the m agnetised W HIM  using many bright, polarised, back
ground radio sources (e.g. Stasyszyn et al. 2010; A kahorie ta l. 
2014; Vacca et al. 2016) .

From  sim ulations, the field strength o f the intergalactic m ag
netic field (IGM F) is expected to be in the range o f 1-100 nG

(e.g. D o la g e ta l. 1999; Bruggen e ta l.  2005; Ryu e ta l. 2008; 
Vazza et al. 2017) . It is im portant to constrain the m agnetic field 
in the W HIM  in order to determ ine the unknown origin of the 
large scale m agnetic field in the Universe (Zweibel 2006) . W hile 
large scale fields are com m only detected in galaxies and galaxy 
clusters, the strong modification o f these fields erases the sig
nature o f their origin (e.g. Vazza e ta l. 2015b) . This m ay not 
be the case in the W HIM , as the am plification of prim ordial 
m agnetic fields in these filamentary regions are likely prim ar
ily due to com pressive and shearing gas motions, in addition to 
small-scale shocks, such that the observed level o f m agnetisa
tion could be connected to the seeding process (e.g. Ryu et al. 
2008; Vazza e ta l. 2014) . The AGN and star form ation activity 
in galaxies can also drive powerful outflows that may signifi
cantly m agnetise the intergalactic m edium  on large scales (e.g. 
Furlanetto & Loeb 2001; D onnert e t al. 2009; Beck et al. 2013). 
Therefore, distinguishing between a prim ordial origin and a  later 
injection of m agnetic field that was initially generated on smaller 
scales by galaxies and stars is a key goal for studies o f the IGM F 
(see Akahori et al. 2018, and references therein).

It has also been proposed to study the W HIM  using large 
or “giant” radio galaxies (GRGs) whose linear size can extend 
beyond 1 M pc, with the largest such exam ple being 4.7 M pc 
in extent (M achalski et al. 2008) . GRGs are usually FRII type 
radio galaxies (e.g. D ab h a d ee ta l. 2017), although some giant 
FRI also exist (e.g. H ee sen e ta l. 2018; H orellou et al. 2018), 
that extend well beyond their host galaxy and local environ
ments, into the surrounding intergalactic medium. Asymmetries 
in the GRG m orphology can be used as a probe o f the am bient
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gas density (Subrahmanyan et al. 2008; Safouris et al. 2009; 
P iry a e ta l. 2012; M alarecki et al. 2015) and the Faraday ro ta
tion properties o f the polarised em ission from  the lobes can be 
used to study the m agnetic field properties o f the surrounding gas 
onM pc scales (X u et al. 2006; O ’Sullivan et al. 2018) . Another 
potential approach to studying the m agnetised W HIM  in cluster 
outskirts is by using Faraday rotation observations o f the highly 
polarised em ission from  radio relics (e.g. K ierdorf et al. 2017; 
Loi et al. 2017).

The effect o f Faraday rotation is m easured through its 
influence on the linear polarisation vector as a function of 
wavelength-squared. The observed Faraday rotation measure, 
RM  [radm -2], depends on the line-of-sight m agnetic field, 
B|l [uG], threading a region o f ionised gas with electron density, 
ne [cm-3], along a path length, l [pc], following

t̂elescope
RM  = 0.812 I ne By dl. (1)

J  source

In this paper, we present an analysis o f the linear polarisa
tion and Faraday rotation properties o f an FRII radio galaxy 
(J1235+5317) with a linear size o f 3 .4 M pc. The observa
tions were done with the LO w  Frequency Array (LOFAR; 
van Haarlem  et al. 2013) which provides excellent sensitivity 
to diffuse extended structures due to the presence o f num er
ous short baselines and exceptional Faraday rotation m ea
sure (RM) accuracy, which depends on the total coverage 
in wavelength-squared. W hile low frequency radio telescopes 
provide the best RM  accuracy, sources at these frequencies 
are m ost strongly affected by Faraday depolarisation (e.g. 
Burn 1966), which decreases the degree o f linear polarisation 
below the detection lim it for m any sources (Farnsworth et al. 
2011). D espite this there is a growing num ber o f polarised 
sources being found at low frequencies (e.g. Bernardi et al. 
2013; M u lc ah y e ta l. 2014; J e lic e ta l.  2015; O rru e ta l.  2015; 
L e n c e ta l.  2016; V a n E c k e ta l. 2018; O ’Sullivan et al. 2018; 
N eld et al. 2018; Riseley et al. 2018) .

J1235+5317 was discovered to be polarised at 144M H z 
by V a n E c k e ta l. (2018), in LOFAR data im aged at an angu
lar resolution of 4 .3 '. The source was first reported by 
Schoenmakers et al. (2001), and the first optical identification 
(SDSS J123458.46+531851.3) was proposed by B anfie lde ta l. 
(2015) . However, our new observations show that the pre
viously assum ed host galaxy is accidentally located close 
to the geom etric centre between the two lobes and that 
the real host galaxy is actually connected to the south east 
(SE) lobe by a faint je t. The radio core is coincident with 
the galaxy Sd SS J123501.52+531755.0, which is identified 
as PSO J123501.519+531754.911 (Flewelling et al. 2016) for 
the radio source ILT J123459.82+531851.0 in W illiams et al. 
(2019) . Estim ates o f the photom etric redshift o f this galaxy 
are 0.349 (Bilicki et al. 2016), 0.41 (Beck et al. 2016) and 0.44 
(B rescia et al. 2014; D uncan et al. 2019) .

The host galaxy is identified in H a o e ta l .  (2010) 
as a red-sequence galaxy and a cluster candidate, 
GM BCG J188.75636+53.29864. This is intriguing as GRGs 
are often thought to evolve in underdense galaxy environments 
(e.g. M a c k e ta l. 1998), however, recent w ork indicates that 
they are m ost likely the oldest sources in the general population 
of powerful radio galaxies (Hardcastle et al. 2019) . In addi
tion, Hao et al. (2010) estim ate a total o f ~9  galaxies within 
0.5 M pc with luminosities L  > 0.4 L*, using a weak-lensing 
scaling relation, which suggests a poor cluster environment. 
There is also no evidence for a m assive cluster at this location

in the sky in the Planck  therm al Sunyaev-Zeldovich m ap 
(Planck Collaboration XXII 2016).

This paper presents a follow-up study using the same LOFAR 
data as Van Eck et al. (2018), but imaging at higher angular res
olution. We also confirm the new optical host identification and 
determ ine its spectroscopic redshift as z ~  0.34, giving the pro
jected  linear size o f 3 .4 M pc. In Sect. 2, we describe the radio 
polarisation and optical spectroscopic observations. Section 3 
presents the physical properties of J1235+5317, the inference on 
the properties o f its environm ent based on dynam ical m odelling 
o f the jets, and the RM  and depolarisation behaviour. In Sect. 4 
we discuss the results in the context of the study o f the intergalac- 
tic m edium  and its m agnetisation. The conclusions are listed in 
Sect. 5 . Throughout this paper, we assum e a A CD M  cosmology 
with H0 = 67.8 km  s-1 M pc-1, = 0.308 and O a = 0.692
(Planck Collaboration X III 2016) . A t the redshift o f the source, 
1" corresponds to a linear size o f 5 .04kpc. We define the total 
intensity spectral index, a, such that the observed total intensity 
(I) at frequency v follows the relation Iv k  v+a .

2. Observations and data analysis

2.1. Radio observa tions

The target source J1235+5317 was observed as part o f the 
LOFAR Two-M etre Sky Survey (LoTSS; Shim well et al. 2017, 
2019), which is observing the whole northern sky with the 
LOFAR H igh-Band A ntenna (HBA) from  120 to 168 M Hz. The 
data relevant to our target were observed in full polarisation for 
8 h on 26 June 2014, as part o f the observing program  LC2_038 
and with a pointing centre o f J2000 12h38m06s.7, +52°07 '19". 
This gives a distance o f ~1.26° o f the target J1235+5317 from 
the pointing centre (the FW HM  of the prim ary beam  is ~4°). 
D irection-independent calibration was perform ed using the pref
actor pipeline1, as described in detail in Shim well et al. (2017) 
and de Gasperin et al. (2018), which includes the ionospheric 
RM  correction using rmextract2. Residual ionospheric RM  cor
rection errors o f ~ 0 .0 5 ra d m -2 are estim ated between obser
vations (V a n E c k e ta l. 2018), w hile slightly larger errors of 
~ 0 .1 -0 .3 ra d m -2 are estim ated across a single 8 h  observation 
(Sotomayor-Beltran et al. 2013) .

The resulting m easurem ent set, after the prefactor pipeline, 
has a tim e resolution o f 8 s and a frequency resolution of 
97 .6kH z. The direction-independent calibrated data are used 
throughout for the polarisation and rotation m easure analysis, 
while the direction-dependent calibrated total intensity image 
(Shimwell et al. 2019) is used to determ ine the source m orpho
logical properties with high precision and for the identification 
o f the host galaxy location. Analysis o f polarisation and rotation 
m easure data products after direction-dependent calibration will 
be presented in future work.

2.2. Polarisation a n d  Faraday rotation im aging

To analyse the polarisation and Faraday rotation properties of 
the target, we phase-shifted the calibrated uv-data to the coor
dinates o f the host galaxy (12h35m01s.5, +53°17 '55"), which 
lies alm ost at the centre o f the extended em ission. We cali
brated the data for short-tim escale phase variations caused by 
the ionosphere, then averaged to 32 s to reduce the data size 
and to help speed up the subsequent imaging, while avoiding

1 h t tp s : / /g i th u b .c o m / lo f a r - a s t ro n /p re fa c to r
2 h t tp s : / /g i th u b .c o m / lo f a r - astron /R M ex trac t
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any significant tim e smearing (e.g. N e ld e ta l.  2018) . Both the 
phase-shifting and tim e-averaging w ere done using NDPPP 
(van D iepen & D ijkem a 2011)3. The im aging software w s c l e a n  

(O ffringa & M cKinley 2014)4 was used to create I, Q, U, V  
channel images at 97.6 kHz resolution, for a 25 ' field o f view 
(~tw ice the linear size o f J1235+5317). A m inim um  uv-range 
of 150 A was used to avoid sensitivity to Galactic polarised em is
sion on scales o f > 25 '. The m axim um  uv-range was set to 18 kA, 
and com bined with a  Briggs weighting of 0, resulted in a beam 
size o f 26 '' x  18'', sampled with 3 '' x  3 '' pixels. The differen
tial beam  correction per channel was applied using w s c l e a n , as 
the correction for the LOFAR beam  gain at the pointing cen
tre was already applied during the initial calibration o f the data. 
All channel images with Q or U  noise higher than five times 
the average noise level were rem oved from  subsequent analy
sis, leaving a total o f 404 images covering 120-167 M Hz (with 
a central frequency o f 143.5 MHz).

RM  synthesis and r m c l e a n  (Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005; 
Heald et al. 2009) w ere then applied to the Q and U images using 
p y r m s y n t h 5 . The data have an RM  resolution o f 1.16 rad m -2, 
are sensitive to polarised em ission from  Faraday thick regions 
up to ~ 0 .9 8 ra d m -2, and |RM| values for Faraday thin regions 
as high as 450 rad  m -2 can be detected. An RM  cube with a 
Faraday depth (0) axis covering ±500 rad m -2 and sampled at 
0.5 ra d m -2 intervals was constructed for initial inspection o f the 
data. The concept o f Faraday depth (Burn 1966) can be useful 
to introduce here to describe regions with com plicated distribu
tions o f Faraday rotation along the line o f sight, such as m ulti
ple distinct regions o f polarised em ission experiencing different 
amounts o f Faraday rotation, which could be identified through 
m ultiple peaks in a Faraday depth spectrum  or Faraday disper
sion function (FDF). As no significant em ission was found at 
large Faraday depths, the final RM  and polarisation images were 
constructedfrom F D F s w ith a ra n g e  o f ± 1 5 0 rad m -2, sampled at
0.15 ra d m -2. To identify peaks in the FDF, a threshold o f 8<tqU 
was used, where ^ q U  is calculated from  the outer 20% of the 
Faraday depth range in the r m c l e a n  Q and U spectra. The mean 
<rqU across the field was ~90 uJy  beam -1. Since no correction 
was m ade for the instrum ental polarisation, peaks in the Fara
day dispersion function appears near 0  ~  0 ra d m -2 at a typi
cal level o f ~1.5%  o f the Stokes I  em ission. This instrum ental 
polarisation signal is also smeared out by the ionospheric RM  
correction making it difficult to identify real polarised emission 
at low Faraday depths (< ± 3 ra d m -2). Thus, when identifying 
real polarised em ission peaks in the FDF, the range ±3 ra d m -2 is 
excluded. RM  and polarised intensity images are created from 
the brightest, real polarised peak above 8 ^ q U  at each pixel, 
after fitting a  parabola around the peak to obtain the best-fitting 
RM  and polarised intensity. In the case o f the polarised inten
sity image, a correction for the polarisation bias was also made 
following George e ta l. (2012) . The error in the RM  at each 
pixel was calculated in the standard way as the RM  resolu
tion divided by tw ice the signal to noise ratio  o f the detection 
(Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005) .

A full-band Stokes I  im age was m ade using the same image 
param eters as the channel images specified above, with m ulti
scale cleaning applied for an autom atic threshold o f 3 ^  and 
deeper cleaning (to 0 .3 ^ ) w ithin an autom atic m asked region 
created from  the clean com ponents. The degree-of-polarisation 
im age was created by dividing the band-averaged polarised

3 https://support.astron.nl/LOFARImagingCookbook/
4 https://sourceforge.net/projects/wsclean
5 https://github.com/mrbell/pyrmsynth

Fig. 1. Optical spectrum of the host galaxy SDSS J123501.52+ 
531755.0 taken with AIFOSC instrument on the Nordic Optical 
Telescope, which shows emission lines Ha, [On] and [Oiii] at a redshift 
of 0.34.

intensity im age from  RM  synthesis (with a cutoff at 8<t q U) by 
the full-band Stokes I  im age (with a cutoff at 3 times the local 
noise level).

2.3. Optical spectroscop ic  observa tions

SDSS J123501.52+531755.0 was observed with the Nordic 
Optical Telescope on M arch 25 and M arch 26 2018 for a total 
integration tim e of 5400 s. We used the A ndalucia Faint Object 
Spectrograph and Cam era (AlFOSC) and a 1 .3arcsec wide 
longslit and grism  4 with 300 rules per m illim etre providing a 
spectral resolution o f 280 and a useful spectral range o f 3800
9100 A. The slit was placed at a parallactic angle o f 60° east 
o f north on both nights at the onset o f integration. The airmass 
ranged from  1.20 to 1.15. The observing conditions w ere poor 
with a  variable seeing above 2arcsec  and with passing clouds. 
Despite this we clearly detected several em ission lines (Fig. 1) 
consistent with a m ean redshift o f 0.3448 ± 0.0003 (1-sigma 
error). The [Oii] and [Oiii] images have a peculiar m orphology 
extending away from  the continuum  source to the northern side 
o f the galaxy. In particular [Om],A5008A can be traced over 
4arcsec  below the continuum  trace (20kpc at z = 0.34). This 
indicates the presence o f an extended emission line region.

3. Results

3.1. Radio m orphology o f J1235+ 5317

Figure 2 shows the total intensity im age at 6' '  resolution from 
the LoTSS direction-dependent calibrated data (Shimwell et al. 
2019) . This provides the best radio im age to date for this 
source, enabling an unam biguous host galaxy identification 
with SDSS J123501.52+531755.0. The noise level in the image 
ranges from  ~70 juJybeam -1 in areas away from  bright sources 
to ~ 1 0 0 u Jy b e am -1 near the hotspots/lobes.

The core o f this FRII radio galaxy, located at J2000 
12h35m01s.5, + 53°17 '55 '', has an integrated flux density of 
~ 1 .1m Jy  at 144 M Hz and 1.4GH z (FIRST; Becker e ta l. 1995) 
suggesting a flat spectrum. However, the core is also detected in 
the V LASS6 Quick-Look (QL) im age at 3 GHz (~2 .9m Jy) and 
the 9C catalogue (W aldram et al. 2010) at 15 GHz (~4 mJy) indi
cating an inverted spectral index o f a core ~  +0.3 when com bined 
with the LoTSS core flux density. As the LoTSS, VLASS and 
9C observations are closest in time, we consider the core to have

6 https://archive-new.nrao.edu/vlass/
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Fig. 2. LoTSS total intensity image at 144 MHz at 6" resolu
tion (after direction-dependent calibration). The contours start at 
300 yuJy beam-1 and increase by factors of 2 (with one negative contour 
at -3 0 0 yuJybeam-1). The greyscale image is tuned to show the noise 
variation across the image (~70 yuJy beam-1 away from bright sources 
and ~100 yuJybeam-1 near the hotspots), as well as a faint hint of the 
south-east jet. The radio galaxy core coincident with the host galaxy 
SDSS J123501.52+531755.0 is indicated by the horizontal arrow. The 
synthesised beam size is shown in the bottom left hand corner of 
image.

(see Sect. 4.4.1 and the filament in the z -  0.335 slice), although 
deeper optical spectroscopic observations would be required to 
determ ine whether or not this filament is indeed close enough in 
redshift to that o f the host galaxy to have an influence.

3.2. Faraday rotation m ea su re  distribution

Figure 3 shows the RM  distribution for J1235+5317, using an 
8<tq u  threshold, overlaid by Stokes I  contours at the same angu
lar resolution. The Faraday dispersion functions for the brightest 
pixel in polarised intensity in each lobe are also shown, with a red 
cross m arking the peak polarisation at w hich the RM  was found. 
O ther peaks in the spectrum  are either noise peaks or related 
to the instrum ental polarisation near RM  -  0 ra d m -2 . The RM  
distributions o f each lobe are shown in Fig. 4 . The m ean and stan
dard deviation o f the RM  are +7.42 ra d m -2 and 0.07 ra d m -2 for 
theN W lobe , and +9.92 ra d m -2 an d 0 .1 1 ra d m -2 for the SElobe, 
respectively. The m edian RM  errors for the N W  and SE lobe 
regions are 0 .0 4 ra d m -2 and 0 .0 6 ra d m -2 . The m ean RM  differ
ence between the lobes of 2.5 ± 0.1 ra d m -2 is thus highly signifi
cant. A t the angular separation o f the lobes (11'), system atic errors 
in the ionospheric RM  correction would affect both lobes equally 
and thus do not contribute to the RM  difference between the lobes. 
We can estim ate the significance of the small RM  variations within 
each lobe accounting for the num ber o f pixels in each synthesised 
beam  following Leahy et al. ( 1986), where a reduced-chi-squared 
o f - 1  is expected if  noise errors dom inate the RM  fluctuations. 
We find no evidence for the detection o f significant RM  varia
tions across the N W  lobe, with a  reduced-chi-squared of1 .1 . How 
ever, a reduced-chi-squared o f 1.8 provides evidence, at a level o f 
-1 .3 5 ^ ,  for RM  variations across the SE lobe o f -0 .1  ra d m -2 .

an inverted spectral index, w ith tim e variability explaining the 
lower than expected flux density from  FIR ST at 1.4 GHz. There 
is also a  faint hint o f a  je t connecting the host w ith the south-east 
(SE) lobe. If this is real, then it suggests that the SE je t and lobe 
are orientated slightly towards us on the sky.

Using the 3 ^  contour to define the lobe edges, we find the 
lobes have a width o f - 8 3 "  and - 9 4 " ,  giving an axial ratio of 
-4 .4  for the north-w est (NW ) lobe and -3 .3  for the SE lobe, 
respectively. This is consistent w ith the typical axial ratios from 
2 to 7 for the lobes o f m ost (smaller) GRGs (e.g. M achalski et al. 
2006). In Table 1, we com pile the integrated flux densities o f the 
N W  and SE lobes and hotspots from  both current and archival 
data. The integrated flux densities of the N W  lobe and hotspot 
are slightly higher than the SE lobe and hotspot at 144 MHz,
with both having spectral index values o f a lob e  0.8. The N W
hotspot is resolved into prim ary and secondary hotspot regions 
in the VLASS at 3 GHz (2.4" x 2.1" beam), while the SE hotspot 
m aintains a single component.

The straight-line distance from  the core to the N W  hotspot is 
-3 6 5 "  (1.84 M pc), com pared to -3 1 1 "  (1.56M pc) from  the core 
to the SE hotspot, giving a lobe length ratio o f 1.17. The inferred 
jet-m isalignm ent (from co-linearity) of -1 3 .6 °  is m ost likely due 
to bending o f the N W  and/or SE je ts on large scales, as is som e
times observed in other FRII radio sources (B lack et al. 1992) . 
We expect that the lobe-length asym m etry and jet-m isalignm ent 
are caused by interactions between the je t and the external envi
ronm ent on large scales, as opposed to light travel tim e effects 
(Longair &  Riley 1979) . Asymmetries in the je t and lobe lengths 
of GRGs are often attributed to interactions with the large scale 
structure environm ent (Pirya et al. 2012; M alarecki et al. 2015) . 
The advancing N W  je t m ay be influenced by a nearby filament

3.3. Faraday depolarisation

The polarised intensity and degree o f polarisation distributions 
are shown in Fig. 3. The N W  lobe is m uch brighter w ith a 
peak polarised intensity o f 6.5 m Jy beam -1 (coincident with the 
hotspot) and a degree o f polarisation o f 4.9%  at that loca
tion (ranging from  1.2% to 5.1% across the detected em is
sion). The SE lobe is fainter w ith a peak polarised intensity of 
1.1 m Jy beam -1 . The degree o f polarisation at that location is 
2.8%, and it ranges from  1.1 to 3.3% across the lobe. The non
detection o f polarised em ission from  the SE hotspot is likely due 
to intrinsic non-uniform  field structures and Faraday depolarisa
tion on scales smaller than the resolution o f our observations. 
The fainter, extended lobe em ission would have to be >10%  
polarised to be detected in these observations.

In order to estim ate the am ount of depolarisation between
1.4 GHz and 144 M H z, the LoTSS data w ere com pared with 
those o f the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon e ta l. 
1998) . To determ ine the degree o f polarisation at the same angu
lar resolution as the NVSS survey, the RM  pipeline was re
applied to the LoTSS data im aged at a lower angular resolution 
o f -4 5 " .

A t the peak polarised intensity location in the N W  lobe of 
the LOFAR image, m atched to the NVSS resolution, the degree 
o f polarisation is 4.0 ± 0.3%. A t the same location in the NVSS 
im age at 1.4 GHz, the degree o f polarisation is 6.4 ± 1.4%. This 
gives a depolarisation factor of DP14Qo -  0.6, where D P ^  is 
the degree o f polarisation at 144 M Hz divided by the degree of 
polarisation at 1.4 GHz. Assuming the com m only used external 
Faraday dispersion m odel for depolarisation, p (2) <x e -2^™2 
(Burn 1966), provides a value o f ^ RM -  0.1 ra d m -2.
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Fig. 3. Le ft image: main image: Faraday rotation measure distribution (colour scale) of the north-west (NW) and south-east (SE) lobe regions that 
are detected above the threshold of 8(xeu , overlaid by the total intensity contours starting at 5 mJy beam-1 and increasing in factors of two. Insets: 
The absolute value of the r m c l e a n  Faraday dispersion function for the brightest polarised pixel in the NW lobe (top) and SE lobe (bottom). Right 
image: main image: polarised intensity greyscale, in mJy beam-1, overlaid by the total intensity contours. Insets: degree of polarisation colourscale 
(in per cent) from zoomed in regions of the NW and SE lobes.

Fig. 4. Histograms of the RM distribution from the north-west lobe (top 
panel) and south-east lobe (bottompanel) regions of J1235+5317. The 
red dashed line shows a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and 
standard deviation as the observed data.

For the SE lobe, the degree o f polarisation at the peak 
polarised intensity at 144 M Hz is 1.8 ± 0.7% (at 45" resolu
tion) and 10.1 ± 2.1% at the same location at 1.4 GHz. This gives 
DP^oo ~ 0.2, corresponding to larger amounts o f depolarisation 
than in the N W  lobe. In the case of external Faraday dispersion, 
this corresponds to <rRM ~ 0.2 rad m -2 .

The observed difference in depolarisation between the NW  
and SE lobes m ay be due to the different location w ithin each 
lobe from  which the polarised emission arises. In the case of 
the N W  lobe, the peak polarised em ission is coincident with 
the hotspot location, whereas in the SE lobe, the peak polarised 
em ission is significantly offset from  the hotspot (~40" away, in 
the bridge emission, w ith the offset also present in the NVSS 
images). Furtherm ore, from  the non-detection o f polarisation 
in the SE hotspot at 144 M Hz, with a degree o f polarisation 
<0.35% , we can place a lower lim it on the Faraday depolarisa
tion at this location o f <rRM ~ 0.25 ra d m -2, based on com parison 
with the NVSS degree o f polarisation o f ~5%  at this location.

From  inspection o f the VLASS QL im age at 3 GHz, the 
physical extent o f the N W  hotspot (~2 .4") is smaller com 
pared to the SE lobe region (of order 20" in size) and thus 
less affected by depolarisation caused by RM  variations within 
the synthesised beam  at 144 M Hz. Since the am ount o f depo
larisation scales roughly as the square-root o f the num ber of 
Faraday rotation cells, this could reasonably explain the differ
ence in the observed depolarisation between the lobes. However, 
the enhanced depolarisation at the location o f the SE hotspot 
is m ore difficult to explain and m ay indicate a  significant inter
action between the hotspot/lobe m agnetic field and the am bient 
m edium . This warrants further investigation with m ore sensitive 
observations at low frequencies.

Overall, given the small am ount o f observed Faraday depo
larisation, it is im portant to consider the accuracy of the cor
rection for Faraday rotation from  the ionosphere. Van Eck et al. 
(2018) estim ate a residual error in the ionosphere RM  correc
tion between observations o f 0 .0 5 ra d m -2 . As the ionosphere 
RM  corrections across an observation (i.e. 8 h) are linearly inter
polated in tim e between direct estimates every 2 h, a rough
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Table 1. Archival and measured flux densities, as well as the best-fit 
flux densities (in the self-consistent, s.c., fits) for the north-west and 
south-east lobes of J1235+5317.

N-lobe S-lobe

Freq. Entire Lobe Hotspots s.c. fit Entire Lobe Hotspots s.c. fit
(MHz) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

143.6' 403 ± 40 151 ± 21 356.6 378 ± 40 132 ± 25 345.3
151“ 350 ± 52 344.4 320 ± 52 333.3
151b 375 ± 32 344.4 302 ± 31 333.3
325c 177 ± 36 193.0 149 ± 36 185.1
325' 154 ± 58 193.0 153 ± 58 185.1
408d 160 ± 40 160.6 145 ± 34 153.2
1400e 59 ± 4 55.9 50 ± 2 51.0
1400' 55 ± 19 36 ± 4 55.9 47 ± 19 33±5 51.0
2980g 21 ± 3 20 ± 3
4850f 21 ± 4 18.2 18.4 ± 4 15.6
15 200* (5.2 ± 2) 5.2 ± 1 6.3 (6.6 ± 2) 6.6 ± 1 5.1

References. (a)6C3 (Hales etal. 1990); (b)7Cn (Riley etal. 1999); 
(c)WENSS (Rengelink et al. 1997); (d)B3.3 (Pedani & Grueff 1999); 
(e)NVSS (Condon et al. 1998); (f)GB6 (Gregory et al. 1996); (g)VLASS 
(Lacy et al. in prep.); (h)9Cc (Waldram et al. 2010); (i)this paper.

estimate can be m ade for the residual error w ithin the observa
tion o f ~0.05 V4 ~ 0.1 ra d m -2 . This means that m ost (or all) o f 
the observed depolarisation in the N W  hotspot is possibly due 
to residual errors in the ionospheric RM  correction. However, 
the difference in depolarisation between the N W  hotspot and SE 
lobe cannot be explained by ionosphere RM  errors. Therefore, 
a &RM of at least ~0.1 ra d m -2 in the SE lobe can be considered 
astrophysically m eaningful. This is com parable to the RM  vari
ations across the SE lobe o f ~0.1 ra d m -2 found in Sect. 3 .2.

3.4. D ynam ical m odelling

In order to decouple the properties o f the electron density and 
m agnetic field along the line o f sight in the m easured Faraday 
rotation and depolarisation, additional inform ation is required 
on the physical characteristics o f J1235+5317 (i.e. the m agnetic 
field strength of the emission region) and the properties o f its 
surrounding environm ent (i.e. the am bient gas density). These 
properties can be estim ated through dynam ical m odelling of the 
radio lobes, while sim ultaneously accounting for energy losses 
o f relativistic particles (electrons and positrons) injected into 
the expanding lobes by the relativistic je ts (e.g. M achalski et al. 
2011, 2016, and references therein). This is im portant because 
we lack X -ray data that could constrain the properties o f the 
external m edium  (e.g. In e so n e ta l. 2017) and/or the m agnetic 
field strength of the hotspot and lobes, w ithout the need for the 
assum ption of equipartition between the radiating particles and 
m agnetic field (e.g. M ingo et al. 2017) . Therefore, here we apply 
the evolutionary DYNAGE code of M achalski et al. (2007) to 
the radio lobes o f J1235+5317, prim arily to obtain an estimate 
of the external gas density, as well as estimates for the m agnetic 
field strength of the lobes. The fitting procedure is perform ed 
separately for each lobe using the observational data given in 
Sect. 3.1, together with the radio luminosities calculated from 
the flux densities listed in Table 1. The input m odel parameters 
that are assum ed are given in Table 2 .

C haracteristic o f alm ost all FRII sources is a  m odest asym 
m etry in the length and radio lum inosity o f the lobes. Therefore, 
as m ight be expected, the DYNAGE results for the je t power Q j,

Table 2. Dynamical modelling input model parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value
(1) (2) (3)

Set:
Adiabatic index of the lobes’ material U b 4/ 3
Adiabatic index of the ambient medium u 5/ 3
Adiabatic index of the lobes’ magnetic field T b 4/ 3
Minimum electron Lorentz factor (injected) Ymin 1
Maximum electron Lorentz factor (injected) Ymax 107

Core radius o f power-law
ambient density distribution «0 10kpc
Initial slope of power-law
ambient density distribution P 1.5
Thermal particles within the lobes k 0
Jet viewing angle e 90°
Free:

Jet power Qj (ergs- 1)
External density at core radius P 0 (gcm - 3 )
Exponent o f initial power-law energy
distribution of relativistic particles p  =  1 +  2« i„ j

Source (lobe) age t(Myr)

the central density o f the external m edium  p 0, and other physi
cal param eters can appear different for the two lobes o f the same 
source. This aspect has been analysed by M achalski et al. (2009, 
2011) for a sample o f thirty GRGs. W hile some o f the differ
ences were within the uncertainties o f the fitted values for the 
m odel parameters, significant differences w ere possible in cases 
where the evolution o f the m agnetic field and/or various energy 
losses and acceleration processes o f the relativistic particles are 
different at the hotspots o f the opposite lobes. Alternatively, such 
differences, especially in GRGs, m ay reflect different external 
conditions well beyond the host galaxy and cluster/group envi
ronment.

Following M achalski et al. (2009), we averaged the values 
o f Qj and p 0 initially found in the “independent solution” and 
treated them  as fixed param eters in the “self-consistent” model, 
(Qj) and (p0), respectively. New values o f the slope of the am bi
ent density distribution (P) and the age (t) for the N W  and SE 
lobes, are denoted as f i s.c. and ts.c. (Table 3) . The DYNAGE 
fits to the observed data points are shown with solid lines in 
Fig. 5 . Table 3 presents the derived physical properties o f the 
lobes, including a m inim um -energy m agnetic field strength in 
the lobes o f B me ~  1 p G  and an external density of ~2  x  
10-31 g cm -3 (i.e. ne ~  10-7 cm -3). This density is sim ilar to 
the m ean density o f the Universe assuming half the baryons are 
in the W HIM  (M achalski et al. 2011), and implies that the radio 
lobes are likely propagating into a low-density region o f the U ni
verse.

We also used the synchrotron m inim um  energy (equiparti- 
tion) m agnetic field form ulation in W orrall e t al. (2006) to esti
m ate the lobe m agnetic field strength. From  this we find an 
equipartition m agnetic field strength that is 2.6 times higher than 
the 1 u G  derived from  the dynam ical modelling (for y min = 10). 
W hen calculated in this m anner the lobe equipartition field 
strength is usually found to be overestimated, by a factor o f 
2 to 3, com pared to that found from  X -ray Inverse Com p
ton observations o f lobes (e.g. In e so n e ta l. 2017; M ingo e ta l. 
2017) . This highlights some o f the uncertainties in the calcula
tion of equipartition m agnetic field strengths in radio galaxies 
(e.g. Beck & Krause 2005; Konar e ta l. 2008) . Here we adopt 
the lobe m agnetic field strength obtained from  the dynam ical
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Fig. 5. DYNAGE fits (solid lines) to the total intensity spectra of the 
north-west and south-east lobes (open circles), and the spectral points 
of the hotspot regions (filled dots; not used in the fits). Note that the 
north-west lobe flux density scale is shifted one decade up in relation to 
the given ordinate scale.

modelling as it takes into account m ore physical effects, 
such as the je t power, adiabatic expansion and age o f the 
lobes.

4. Interpretation

The difference in the m ean RM  between the N W  and SE lobes is
2.5 ± 0.1 ra d m -2 . This m ay be due to variations in the G alac
tic RM  (GRM) on scales o f ~ 11 ', differences in the magne- 
toionic m aterial o f the intergalactic m edium  on large scales, 
and/or line-of-sight path length differences towards either lobe. 
The observed Faraday depolarisation o f  ̂ rm ~  0.1 rad m -2 asso
ciated with the SE lobe could be due to sm all scale fluctuations 
of the m agnetic field in the local external m edium  and/or from 
Faraday rotation internal to the source. Constraining the likeli
hood o f these possibilities requires some considerations o f the 
expected variations in the GRM, knowledge o f the geom etry and 
physical properties o f the radio lobes, and details o f the environ
m ent surrounding the radio galaxy and in the foreground.

4.1. Galactic RM  variations

The reconstruction o f the GRM  by Opperm ann et al. (2012, 
2015) gives +14.8 ± 4 .5 ra d m -2 across both the N W  and SE 
lobe (the Galactic coordinates o f J1235+5317 are I = 128.46°, 
b = 63.65°). This is higher than the m ean RM s o f +7.4 and 
+9.9 rad m -2 found for the N W  and SE lobes, respectively. H ow 
ever, it should be kept in m ind that the LoTSS RM  values have 
been corrected for the tim e-variable ionosphere RM  (+1.6 to 
+ 1 .9ra d m -2), while the catalogue from  which the GRM  m ap 
is m ainly m ade (Taylor et al. 2009) does not have this correction 
applied. Thus, the RM  o f the N W  and SE lobe are within the 
1-sigma and 2-sigm a errors in the GRM , respectively.

The variation in the GRM  m ap for three adjacent pixels 
(in the direction o f the largest gradient) across the source is

Table 3. Fitted values of the model free-parameters in the “self- 
consistent” dynamical modelling solution.

Parameter
(1)

Symbol
(2)

Value for N-lobe
(3)

Value for S-lobe
(4)

Initial effective spectral index ainj -0.45 ± 0.05 -0.52 ± 0.0
Source (lobe) age (Myr) ts.c 95 ± 23 80 ± 16
Jet power (x1045ergs-1) <Qj) 1.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1
Core density (x10-28g cm-3) W 4.7 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.4
Slope of ambient density distribution ŝ.c. 1.431 1.613
External density (x10-31g cm-3) P (D) 2.8 ± 1.1 1.4 ± 0.7
Lobe pressure (x10-14dyncm-2) Plb 3.0 ± 0.1 3.1±0.1
Minimum energy magnetic field (̂ G) Bme 1.0 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2
Longitudinal expansion speed V h /C 0.05 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02

~ 2 .2 ra d m -2 (on a scale o f ~1°). As the GRM  m ap has a 
resolution of ~ 1 °, which is the typical spacing o f extragalac- 
tic sources in the Taylor et al. (2009) catalogue, it cannot be 
used to probe RM  variations on smaller scales. The true GRM  
variation on sm aller scales at this location is unknown, but 
RM  structure function analyses for GRM  variations at high 
Galactic latitudes have probed scales smaller than 1° in both 
observations (e.g. M ao et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011) and sim ula
tions (e.g. Sun &  Reich 2009). In particular, using the results 
from  S tile ta l .  (2011), we find that GRM  variations rang
ing from  approxim ately 3 ra d m -2 to 13 ra d m -2 are possible 
on angular scales o f ~ 11 ', depending on the highly uncer
tain slope o f the RM  structure function on angular scales less 
than 1° .

B etter estimates o f the GRM  are required to reliably remove 
the GRM  and its variation across the extent ofJ1235+5317.

4.2. Local environm ent RM  contribution

The hot gas in rich groups and clusters is known to be m agne
tised from  observations o f synchrotron radio halos and relics, as 
well as Faraday rotation observations o f em bedded and back
ground radio sources (see Carilli &  Taylor 2002, and refer
ences therein). For radio galaxy lobes that have not expanded 
significantly beyond their host galaxy or cluster/group envi
ronment, the Laing-Garrington effect is often present (Laing 
1988; Garrington et al. 1988; Garrington & Conway 1991) . This 
is where the polarised em ission from  the counter-lobe travels 
through a greater am ount o f m agnetoionic m aterial and thus 
incurs a larger am ount o f Faraday depolarisation. However, as 
the lobes o f J1235+5317 are expected to be orientated close 
to the plane of the sky and extend well outside the influence 
o f the group/cluster environment, the Laing-Garrington effect is 
not expected to be strong (e.g. Laing & Bridle 2014). A ddition
ally, if  the faint collim ated em ission SE of the host is indeed 
a jet, then the larger am ount o f depolarisation towards the 
SE lobe is opposite to that expected for the Laing-Garrington 
effect.

M odels o f the variations in RM  across radio galaxies in 
groups and clusters are typically constructed assuming turbu
lent m agnetic field fluctuations over a range of scales em bed
ded in a spherically-sym m etric gas halo whose radial density 
profile is derived from  X -ray observations (e.g. Guidetti et al.
2008) . For J1235+5317 we do not have X -ray data to con
strain the properties o f the hot gas environm ent, although it is 
likely that the red-sequence host galaxy is close to the cen
tre o f a poor cluster (H a o e ta l .  2010) . Therefore, we attem pt 
to estim ate the required density and field strength to self- 
consistently explain the m ean RM  and depolarisation (e.g.
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M urgia et al. 2004), for a single-scale m odel of a random ly ori
entated field structure (Felten et al. 1996) . In reality, the m ag
netic field will fluctuate on a range of scales, from  an inner 
scale to an outer scale (EnBlin & Vogt 2003), a  single-scale 
m odel can provide a  reasonable approxim ation to the RM  varia
tions if the scale length is interpreted as the correlation length 
of the m agnetic field (see M u rg iae ta l. 2004, Sect. 4 .4  for 
details).

An appropriate gas density profile, n(r), for a galaxy group 
or cluster is a “beta-profile” , where n(r) = n0(1 + r 2/r2 )-3/3/2. 
We assum e that the m agnetic field strength scales linearly 
with the gas density, B(r) = B0n (r)/n 0, where B0 is the cen
tral m agnetic field strength (e.g. Dolag et al. 2001; Laing et al. 
2006; V accae ta l. 2012; G o v o n ie ta l. 2017) . Values o f n0 ~ 
10-3 cm -3, rc ~  100kpc and ~  0.5 are not unreasonable 
for a poor cluster (e.g. Laing et al. 2008; Bonafede et al. 2010; 
Guidetti et al. 2012) . The choice o f these param eters is arbitrary 
given our lim ited inform ation about the environm ent o f the host 
galaxy (Sect. 1) but we use them  simply as a  plausible example. 
Following (M urgia et al. 2004, Eq. (15)), we find a Faraday dis
persion o f ^ RM ~ 0 .1 ra d m - 2 at r ~  1 .5M pc requires B0 ~ 5 u G  
with a  m agnetic field correlation length o f ~25 kpc. This implies 
an am bient density o f ~1.7 x  10-5 cm -3 and field strength B  ~ 
0 .09u G  at the location o f the hotspots7. Using these values and 
a large outer scale for the m agnetic field fluctuations of 500 kpc 
(V accae ta l. 2010) gives a m ean |RM| o f ~ 0 .4 ra d m -2 . There
fore, while we can reasonably explain <rRM ~ 0.1 ra d m -2 at 
r ~  1.5 M pc, we cannot self-consistently explain the large mean 
RM  excess o f ~ 2 .5 ra d m -2, even for a large outer scale o f tur
bulence in the m agnetic field pow er spectrum (EnBlin & Vogt 
2003; M u rg iae ta l. 2004). N ote that the outer scale is m ainly 
responsible for the observed m ean RM  and the inner scale for the 
value o f ^ RM. We used a large outer scale here to show that this 
m odel cannot self-consistently explain both <rRM and the mean 
RM.

Draping o f the am bient field in addition to com pression 
of the am bient m agnetoionic gas could enhance the m ean RM  
near the surface o f the lobes (Guidetti et al. 2011, 2012), and 
m ay also help explain the higher depolarisation of ^ RM > 
0.15 ra d m -2 at the location of the SE hotspot. Enhancem ents in 
the field strength and gas density by factors o f 4  over a path 
length o f ~  50 kpc outside the lobes could produce an additional 
|RM| o f ~ 0 .5 ra d m -2 . M ore sensitive observations at high angu
lar resolution are required to determ ine if such ordered field 
structures are indeed present.

We note that the external gas density used here is two 
orders of m agnitude higher than estim ated from  the dynam 
ical m odelling. This means that either the observed depolar
isation does not occur in the external m edium  local to the 
source or that the dynam ical m odelling is severely under
estimating the external density. Such low density gas m ay 
be challenging to detect in X-rays, but extrapolation of an 
X -ray profile from  the inner region would be very instruc
tive. In general, com parison with simulations o f the propagation 
of large scale je ts within a realistic cosm ological environ
m ent m ay provide the best avenue for progress in this area 
(e.g. H uarte-Espinosa et al. 2011; Hardcastle & K rause 2014; 
Turner & Shabala 2015; English et al. 2016; Vazza et al. 2017) .

7 For comparison, using a simple model with a constant electron num
ber density of ne ~ 10-5 cm-3 and constant magnetic field strength 
of By ~ 0.1 uG, with a magnetic field reversal scale of l ~ 20 kpc 
over a total path length of L ~ 1 Mpc gives ^ RM ~ 0.81ne By VTL ~ 
0.1 rad m-2.

4.3. Internal Faraday depolarisation

O ur observations are insensitive to polarised em ission from  RM  
structures broader than ~ 1 ra d m -2 (Sect. 2.2) . Therefore, the 
large amounts of internal Faraday rotation required to explain 
the m ean RM  excess are ruled out. However, it is worth con
sidering if  the small am ount o f Faraday depolarisation ( ^ RM ~ 
0.1 ra d m -2) can be explained by Faraday rotating m aterial 
m ixed with the synchrotron em itting m aterial in the lobes.

One o f the m ost com m only used m agnetic field m odels 
for the lobes o f extragalactic sources is one where the field is 
highly tangled on small scales, w ith the observed appreciable 
degrees of polarisation produced due to stretching and com 
pression (Laing 1980). Given the equipartition m agnetic field 
strength o f ~1 u G  within the lobes (Sect. 3.4), and as an illus
trative example, we choose a therm al gas density internal to the 
lobes o f ne ~  10-5 cm -3, w ith 500 field reversals through a lobe 
depth of ~500kpc, to produce <rRM ~ 0.1 ra d m -2 (using Eq. ( 1) 
and assuming B|| = B / V3). Observations at even lower fre
quencies would be required to resolve a Faraday depth width of
0.1 ra d m -2 in the Faraday spectrum (e.g. using LOFAR obser
vations down to at least 30 M Hz, in com bination with the data 
in this paper). In addition, broadband polarisation m odelling 
would be needed to distinguish between internal and exter
nal Faraday depolarisation scenarios (e.g. A nderson e ta l. 2018; 
O ’Sullivan et al. 2018) . Using the LOFAR international base
lines to obtain sub-arcsecond resolution would further enhance 
the ability to isolate different contributions by resolving the 
external RM  variations across the em ission region.

For now, we can assess the likelihood o f this scenario in 
terms of the im plied energetics. For expected internal ther
m al gas temperatures o f > 10keV  (G ittie ta l. 2007), the lobe 
therm al gas pressure is pth ~  2nekT  ~  3 x  10-13 dy n cm -2, 
which is an order o f m agnitude larger than the pressure from 
the synchrotron-em itting plasm a in the lobes (p lb in Table 3). 
This is inconsistent with expectations from  studies o f other FRII 
lobes (Croston et al. 2005; Ineson et al. 2017), and thus unlikely, 
unless the internal therm al gas is m uch cooler than assum ed here.

4.4. RM  contribution from large-scale structure

Significant asymmetries in the m agnetoionic m aterial in the fore
ground IGM, far from  the local source environment, could also 
contribute to the observed m ean RM  difference between the 
lobes. Such variations could be caused by the m agnetised com 
ponent o f the large scale structure (LSS) at low redshift, as 
Ryu et al. (2008), Cho & Ryu (2009) and Akahori & Ryu (2010) 
predict a root-m ean-square RM  (RMrms) through LSS filaments 
o f order 1 rad  m -2 . In our case, the polarised em ission o f one lobe 
needs to pass through m ore foreground filaments than the other 
to explain the observed RM  difference o f 2.5 ra d m -2 . Therefore, 
inform ation is required on the location o f LSS filaments with 
respect to the lines o f sight probed by the polarised emission 
from  the lobes o f J1235+5317.

4.4.1. Location of large-scale  structure filam ents

The catalogue of Chen et al. (2015, 2016) provides a cosm ic fil
am ent reconstruction from  the SDSS data for 130 redshift slices 
in the range 0.05 < z < 0.7. In Fig. 6 , we plot the location of 
the filaments that are in the foreground o f J1235+5317 (i.e. at 
z < 0.34). There are five filaments identified in different fore
ground redshift slices that pass through the field. We assign 
a thickness o f 1M pc to each filament (V azzae ta l. 2015b) to
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Fig. 6. Location of foreground large-scale-structure filaments (lines) in 
relation to the background radio galaxy (contours) and its Faraday rota
tion measure (colour scale), as described in Fig. 3. The width of the 
lines corresponds to ~1 Mpc at the redshift of the filament.

determ ine which filaments m ost likely intersect lines o f sight 
towards the polarised lobes (Fig. 6) . For a thickness o f 1 Mpc, 
there are four filaments that cover the N W  lobe and one fila
m ent that covers the SE lobe. Therefore, we estim ate that there 
is an excess o f three filaments covering the N W  lobe. Consider
ing different filament thicknesses results in different num bers of 
filaments covering each lobe, w ith an excess o f filaments cov
ering the N W  lobe rem aining for filaments up to a thickness of 
~ 3 .8M pc (i.e. the thickness above which the same num ber of 
filaments cover both lobes). In light o f this result, we consider if 
the RM  difference between the lobes can be explained by m agne
tised gas in these filaments. We note that there is no evidence of 
an individual intervening galaxy in the SDSS images that could 
explain the RM  difference.

4.4.2. M agnetic field steng th  in filam ents

To explain the RM  difference between the lobes, an RM  excess 
of -2 .5  ra d m -2 m ust be provided by the three extra fila
ments covering the N W  lobe. Simulations suggest that the elec
tron num ber density of LSS filaments can vary from  10-6 to 
10-4 cm -3 (Cen & Ostriker 2006; Ryu et al. 2008; Cho & Ryu 
2009; Akahori & Ryu 2010; Vazza et al. 2015b), thus we adopt 
a m ean electron density o f 10-5 cm -3 . Akahori & Ryu (2011) 
found a peak in the RM  power spectrum, due to their sim ulated 
IGM F in filaments, on scales corresponding to a proper length of 
~3 M pc, which they expect to correspond to the typical line-of- 
sight path through LSS filaments. Therefore, using a path length 
(L) o f 3 M pc and a coherence length (!) o f 300 kpc (Cho & Ryu
2009) leads to a  m agnetic field strength in the filaments (BLss) 
o f approxim ately

I ne \ - 1 1 L  I \ -1/2
BlSS ~ 0 3  (1 0 -5 cm -3 ) \3 (3 M p c) 3 0 0 k p c) (2)

for B|| = BLSS/V 3 . This estim ate o f the density-weighted IGM F 
strength o f ~0.3 p G  has significant uncertainty given our lim ited 
knowledge o f the particle num ber density o f the gas in these fil
aments, as well as the observationally unconstrained coherence

length o f the field and the path length though each filament. Fur
thermore, this estim ate cannot be treated as an upper lim it as a 
large Galactic RM  variation across the source (Sect. 4 .1) could 
m ake the difference in RM  between the lobes even larger (since 
the RM  can be positive or negative). Furtherm ore, m uch larger 
RM  variations are observed across radio relics which cannot be 
explained by Galactic RM  variations, indicating the presence of 
large scale ordered fields in the outskirts o f galaxy clusters (e.g. 
K ierdorf et al. 2017; Loi et al. 2017) .

Therefore, a better approach m ay be to com pare directly 
with cosm ological simulations of the RM  contribution from  such 
LSS filaments. These simulations suggest that the m agnetic field 
strength in filaments could range somewhere from  ~1 to 100 nG  
(e.g. Vazza e ta l. 2015b) . Early hydrodynam ic simulations by 
Ryu et al. (2008) used a prescription to produce m agnetic fields 
from  the kinetic energy of turbulent gas flows (guided by expec
tations from  sm all-scale m agnetic dynam o simulations), which 
produced average IGM F strengths o f ~ 10nG . Subsequent work 
by Cho & Ryu (2009) and Akahori & Ryu (2010, 2011), using 
the results o f these simulations, provided estimates o f the “typ
ical” RM  contribution from  LSS filaments. The m ost relevant 
num ber for Faraday rotation is the gas density (p )  w eighted aver
age of the strength o f the m agnetic field through the filaments,
i.e. ( (pB )2) 1/2/(p 2)1/2, which gave a few x0.1 p G  in the above 
simulations. From  this, it was found that the root-m ean-square 
RM  (RMrms) through the filaments scales w ith the num ber o f fil
aments (Nf) as RM rms ~ 1.5Nf1/2 ra d m -2, up to a  saturation point 
that corresponds to ~25 filaments for z > 1. In the case o f three 
filaments, the predicted RM rms ~ 2 .6 ra d m -2, w hich is consis
tent with our observations (where we have an RM  difference of
2.5 ra d m -2 between only two lines o f sight, in which one passes 
though three additional filaments). Therefore, it can be argued 
that our results are consistent with the expected Faraday ro ta
tion signature from  an average m agnetic field strength in LSS 
filaments o f ~  10 nG.

We further investigated the above findings by direct com par
ison with recent M HD cosm ological sim ulations, as described 
in Vazza e ta l. (2014) . In particular, we analysed the RM  dis
tribution in the w arm -hot gas sim ulated in a  cosm ic volume of 
503 M pc3, at a spatial resolution o f 2 0 kpc (comoving). To bet
ter com pare with our observations, we generated a long integra
tion cone for this volume, stacking several random ly oriented, 
m irrored replicas o f the volume, covering the comoving dis
tance out to z = 0.34. In this way, we could m easure the prob
ability o f having a contribution as large as 2 .5 ra d m -2 from 
LSS filaments for the J1235+5317 observations at z = 0.34. 
We found that this occured in only 5% of cases, for typical 
m agnetisation values of ~  10-50 nG, am plified from  an initial 
m agnetic field strength o f 1 nG, which was seeded at an early 
cosm ological epoch and is in line with the upper limits given 
by the Planck  satellite (Planck Collaboration XIX  2016) . The 
probability was negligible for a significantly smaller seed field 
o f 0.1 nG.

Low er limits on the prim ordial field strength o f ~10-16 G 
(Neronov & Vovk 2010) and ~ 10 -20G (Takahashi et al. 2013) 
imply that the true value m ay indeed be m uch lower. However, 
this is not the only possible scenario, as the LSS can be m ag
netised by a m ore “astrophysical” m echanism, such as galaxy 
feedback (e.g. Vazza e ta l. 2017, for a  recent review), or pro
duced by a m ore efficient dynam o amplification of prim ordial 
fields (Ryu et al. 2008) than is found in current M HD sim ula
tions. Therefore, from  com parison with the M HD simulations, 
we consider it unlikely that the true RM  contribution from  the 
IGM F is as large as 2.5 rad m -2, and that the observed RM  excess
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is possibly dom inated by other contributions along the line of 
sight, such as sm all scale GRM  variations (Sect. 4 .1) .

5. Conclusions

We have presented a linear polarisation and Faraday rotation 
study o f a  giant FRII radio galaxy, J1235+5317, using data 
from  the LOFAR Two-M etre Sky Survey (Shim well et al. 2019) . 
After obtaining the spectroscopic redshift o f the host galaxy 
(SDSS J123501.52+531755.0, z = 0.3448 ± 0.003), we find that 
the radio galaxy has a projected linear extent o f 3 .4 M pc. Both 
lobes are detected in polarisation with a m ean RM  difference 
between the lobes of 2.5 ±0.1 ra d m -2 . Small am ounts o f Faraday 
depolarisation (~ 0 .1 ra d m -2) are also detected. In the absence 
of direct tracers o f the gas density on large scales, we em ploy 
dynam ical modelling o f the advancing hotspots to infer a parti
cle num ber density o f the am bient gas o f ne ~  10-7 cm -3. This 
implies that the radio galaxy is expanding into an underdense 
region of the Universe. However, explaining the observed Fara
day depolarisation (that m ost likely occurs in the environm ent 
local to the source) requires ne ~  10-5 cm -3 in com bination with 
a turbulent m agnetic field strength o f ~0.09 juG at a distance of 
~ 1.5 M pc from  the host galaxy. Therefore, either the dynam ical 
modelling is underestim ating the density o f the external m edium  
or the depolarisation does not occur in the local source envi
ronment. Simulations o f the propagation o f FRII jets to large 
scales within a  realistic cosm ological environm ent m ay help d is
tinguish between these scenarios. In general, the estim ated m ag
netic field strength is unable to account for the observed mean 
Faraday rotation difference o f 2.5 ra d m -2 between the two lobes.

Using a catalogue o f large scale structure (LSS) filaments in 
the local universe derived from  optical spectroscopic observa
tions, we find an excess o f filaments intersecting lines o f sight 
towards the polarised em ission o f the N W  lobe. Assuming that 
m agnetised gas in these LSS filaments is responsible for the RM  
difference between the lobes, gives a density-weighted m agnetic 
field strength o f 0.3 u G  (assuming ne ~  10-5 cm -3, a line-of- 
sight path length through each filament o f 3 M pc, and a m ag
netic field coherence length o f 300 kpc). However, we find that 
predictions from  cosm ological simulations o f the RM  contribu
tion from  LSS filaments gives a low probability (~5% ) for an 
RM  contribution as large as 2 .5 ra d m -2 . This probability applies 
to the case o f m agnetic fields strengths in the LSS filaments of 
10-50 nG, which are am plified from  prim ordial m agnetic fields 
close to current upper lim its from  the CM B of ~  1 nG  (the prob
ability decreases to ~0%  for w eaker fields). Extrapolation o f the 
observed variations in the M ilky Way RM  to 11' scales (i.e. the 
angular size o f J1235+5317) indicates that this likely contributes 
significantly to the m ean RM  difference, however, further obser
vations are required to obtain better constraints.

In the near future, large samples o f RM s from  radio galax
ies w ith known redshifts will allow m ore advanced statistical 
analysis techniques to be used, such as RM  structure function 
analyses (e.g. A k ah o rie ta l. 2014) and cross-correlation with 
other tracers o f LSS (e.g. Stasyszyn et al. 2010; Vernstrom et al. 
2017; Brown e ta l.  2017) . This will enable a better separation 
of the Faraday rotation due to our Galaxy (e.g. Haverkorn et al. 
2004; Sun & Reich 2009; M ao et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011) from 
that due to the cosm ic web, and put stronger constraints on the 
strength and structure of the intergalactic m agnetic field.
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